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Chapter 3
Range and Doppler Tracking Observables

3.1 The Tracking Link 

Communications from Earth to spacecraft and from spacecraft to Earth are
made within internationally allocated frequency bands [1], as shown in Table 3-1:  

The Deep Space Network (DSN) developed S-band capability for uplinks
and downlinks in the 1960s. In the mid-1970s, spacecraft were equipped with
dual-frequency S/X downlinks. (Signals at the two downlink bands are coher-
ent with each other, having been derived from the same reference signal.) In
1989, an X-band uplink capability was added. The Magellan spacecraft was the
first to use this capability and could transmit coherent S/X downlinks that were
derived from an X-band uplink. Most spacecraft launched in the 1990s transmit
and receive at X-band only. Cassini, however, can operate with an X-band
uplink and coherent X/Ka downlinks. Further use of Ka-band is planned for the
21st century. The move toward higher frequencies is largely driven by the
desire for better communications performance, but higher frequencies also
improve the accuracy of radiometric measurements by using shorter wave-

Table 3-1. Uplink and downlink frequencies for deep-space communications.

Band Uplink Frequency (MHz) Downlink Frequency (MHz)

S 2110–2120 2290–2300
X 7145–7190 8400–8450
Ka 34,200–34,700 31,800–32,300
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Doppler shift. The Doppler measurement thus provides information on the
spacecraft topocentric range rate.

A simplified illustration of the Doppler extraction process is given in
Fig. 3-2. A Doppler counter measures the total phase change with resolution
better than one one-hundredth of a cycle during a count time, Tc . Each time the
phase of the received signal slips one cycle relative to the phase of the transmit-
ted signal, the distance over which the signal has propagated has increased by
one wavelength, or 3.6 cm at X-band. The Doppler count thus provides a mea-
sure of range change over Tc. 

 The most accurate ranging and Doppler measurements are obtained via a
two-way tracking mode for which the transmitting and receiving stations, and
hence the frequency standards, are the same. For some missions, this configu-
ration is impossible due to the extraordinary distances. For example, the
round-trip light time (RTLT) of Voyager 2 at Neptune exceeded 8 hours. In
such geometries, the transmitting station can rotate out of sight of the space-
craft by the time the signal returns to Earth, and thus, a second station is

Fig. 3-1. Spacecraft and station coordinates.
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gitude maps one-for-one into an error in spacecraft right ascension. A detailed
description of major Doppler modeling errors is given in the next section.

Doppler data are typically recorded continuously during the tracking pass
at each DSN complex. From a single pass of Doppler, it is possible to deter-
mine spacecraft radial velocity, right ascension, and declination. Velocities nor-
mal to the line of sight can be inferred from several days or more of Doppler
data [6]. Geocentric range can also be inferred from spacecraft accelerations
observed in multiple passes of Doppler through constraints imposed by solar
system gravitational force models. 

Although orbit determination strategies have traditionally relied upon con-
tinuous Doppler passes to infer spacecraft angular position, there are signifi-
cantly more powerful methods such as VLBI for measuring angles and angle
rates directly. These will be discussed in Chapter 4. It should also be pointed out
that range data, if continuously acquired, have a time signature similar to those
for Doppler and provide spacecraft angular information as well as geocentric
range and range rate. In fact, several days of continuous, biased range data with
an accuracy of 1 m have the same angular information as a comparable track of
Doppler with an accuracy of 0.1 mm/s.1 The complementary information in
range and Doppler observations can be useful in identifying poorly modeled
spacecraft accelerations. This situation is explored further in Section 3.6.

1T. P. McElrath, personal communication, Navigation and Flight Mechanics Section, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 2000.

Fig. 3-4. Schematic illustration of idealized
Doppler observable.
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by 1/sin E. The currently preferred mapping function is credited to Niell [23]. It is
acknowledged to be competitive with the best models, but has the added advan-
tage of requiring no real-time meteorological data [24]. Tropospheric delay cali-
brations for radiometric data are obtained by applying the mapping function for
the elevation of the ray path to an independently provided estimate of zenith
delay. The dry component contributes about 95% of the total zenith delay and is
proportional to the surface pressure. Under normal meteorological conditions, the
dry portion is close to static equilibrium and is calculated to an accuracy of a few
millimeters from measurements of surface barometric pressure, using the Saasta-
moinen model as improved by Elgered [24,25]. The wet portion, on the other
hand, is proportional to the water vapor density along the ray path and is highly
unstable [26]. Models of the static component of the wet troposphere based on
local meteorological data are typically accurate to only about 4 cm at zenith [24]. 

Total zenith delays accurate to a centimeter or better are provided by the
GPS calibration system described in Section 3.4 [27]. Once these delays are
separated into wet and dry components, using surface weather data in conjunc-
tion with the Elgered model to infer the dry delay, the individual wet and dry
components are mapped to the appropriate spacecraft line of sight. Zenith-
delay measurement errors are magnified in this calculation by approximately
1/sin E, such that accuracies at 10 deg of elevation are on the order of 6 cm.
More accurate calibration in the line-of-sight path delay to a spacecraft, espe-
cially at lower elevations, may require direct line-of-sight measurements such
as those obtained from a narrow beamwidth water vapor radiometer (WVR)
[28] or a Fourier-transform spectrometry (FTS) instrument [29]. 

The DSN has implemented a new generation of WVR in support of the
Cassini Gravitational Wave Experiment, which is scheduled to begin in
December 2001. Recent tests with two of these WVRs on the 21-km baseline at
the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex indicate that differential
atmospheric delay fluctuations can be measured to an accuracy of between 0.2
to 0.5 mm over time scales of 10 s to 10,000 s [30]. These results translate into
an Allan variance that meets the Cassini stability requirements [30].

3.3.4 Platform Parameters 

The quantities that define the locations of the tracking stations in the adopted
inertial reference frame are referred to as platform parameters. These parameters
may be divided into three distinct subsets: (a) the positions of tracking sites on
Earth’s crust; (b) the orientation angles of the crust relative to Earth’s instanta-
neous axis of rotation and the equinox of date; and (c) the orientation angles of
the instantaneous pole and equinox of date in the inertial reference frame. 

3.3.4.1 Station Locations. The location of a DSN tracking antenna is
defined as a reference point on the antenna’s stationary axis [31]. For an
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GPS measurements and conventional survey. With additional effort in the
local survey, these stations could also be located to the centimeter level, if
such accuracy were required. The locations are given in the International Ter-
restial Reference Frame ITRF93, a frame consistent with Earth-orientation
calibrations delivered to navigation teams [35,36]. Measurements of continen-
tal drift provided by VLBI and/or GPS permit the needed corrections for sta-
tion motion since the 1993 epoch [36]. Corrections are also made for the
effects of solid Earth tides, ocean loading, and pole tide, which are significant
at the centimeter level [4].

3.3.4.2 Earth Orientation. The orientation of the terrestrial reference frame
relative to the instantaneous axis of rotation and the equinox of date can be
defined by three quantities, commonly referred to as X and Y pole location
parameters and UT, or UT1 – UTC, a correction to time of day. The Y parame-
ter is a right-handed rotation about the x-axis of the 1903.0 CIO frame. The
X parameter is a subsequent rotation about the y-axis. The UT correction is
then applied to compute the Greenwich hour angle of the true equinox of date
[4,31]. The X and Y polar motion parameters are also referred to as PMX and
PMY, respectively. 

Polar motion, the motion of the solid Earth with respect to Earth’s spin
axis, has been measured for more than 100 years. It consists principally of cir-
cular oscillations with amplitudes of 100 and 200 mas (milliarcseconds) and
periods of about one year and 433 days, respectively. In addition, there is a
long-term drift of a few milliarcseconds per year. Decade time-scale variations
have also been observed with amplitudes of 50 mas [37]. Rapid polar motion,
fluctuating on time scales of a few weeks to a few months, has been measured
with peak-to-peak variations of less than 20 mas [38]. The total effect of these
variations produces excursions in the pole location of 10 m over a period of one
year [39] as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. Oscillations on time scales of a year or less
are believed to be driven by the atmosphere and oceans [40], while the Chan-
dler wobble (433-day period) is possibly also excited by the atmosphere and
oceans [41]. The long-term drift may be due to postglacial rebound or to melt-
ing ice in Greenland or Antarctica [42]. 

Earth’s rate of rotation is not constant. The length of day (LOD) varies by
several milliseconds over a wide range of time periods. Variations over a
period of one year are illustrated in Fig. 3-6. Secular increases in LOD of about
1 ms per century are attributed to tidal dissipation of lunar forces. There are
also secular effects produced by changes in the moment of inertia of the solid
Earth due to the melting of ice following the ice ages [43]. Variations up to
5 ms in LOD over decadal and interannual time scales are believed to be prima-
rily due to angular momentum transfer between Earth’s solid mantle and fluid
core [43]. Rapid variations on time scales of less than two years have been
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shown to be highly correlated with atmospheric effects [44]. In fact, atmo-
spheric angular momentum (AAM) data are used by the DSN to assist in deter-
mining Earth rotation time series [45]. 

If left uncorrected in the tracking observable models, UT and polar motion
(PM) errors translate directly into spacecraft angular position errors. For exam-
ple, an error of 1 ms in UT produces an error of about 70 nrad in spacecraft
right ascension as determined from a single pass of Doppler data (see
Eq. 3.2-1). This level of error corresponds to about 16 km at Mars. 

Flight project requirements for UT and PM calibration accuracy are typi-
cally stated in terms of displacement at Earth’s surface. The two polar motion
parameters, PMX and PMY, have a conversion of about 3 cm per mas of rota-
tion. The UT parameter is given in milliseconds where 1 ms translates to 46 cm
of rotation at the equator.

Fig. 3-5. Observed values of polar motion from January 1996 to
January 2000.
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Flight project requirements for UT and PM calibration accuracy have
become more stringent during the last two decades. The Galileo Project
required 30-cm prediction accuracy per component over a week, and 10-cm
accuracy three weeks after the observations [46]. Mars Pathfinder, on the
other hand, required 10-cm prediction accuracy over a week and 5-cm accu-
racy three weeks after the observations [47]. It is anticipated that a number of
future projects will require near-real-time accuracies of 10 cm or better in each
component. 

Due to the stochastic nature of these effects and the need to calibrate navi-
gation data in near-real time, it is necessary to generate a time series for PMX,
PMY, and UT, predicting well into the future. This time series is calculated
using the Kalman Earth Orientation Filter (KEOF), a program that incorporates
state-of-the-art geophysical models, precise measurements from a variety of
observation techniques, and stochastic models for the UT and PM parameters
[48]. Measurement techniques used include the GPS, SLR, VLBI, AAM, and
lunar laser ranging (LLR) [45,49].

The GPS Calibration and Tracking System (see Section 3.4) provides near-
continuous measurements of PM and LOD. The epoch values of UT required
for integrating the LOD measurements are obtained primarily from VLBI, and
as available, from LLR. The SLR data provide additional PM estimates, while
daily AAM are a good proxy for LOD. Furthermore, the AAM 5-day forecasts,
obtained from numerical weather models, are valuable for generating predic-
tions of LOD [45]. 

Fig. 3-6. Sample length-of-day time series.
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Time series from these sources are typically referenced to an internation-
ally recognized terrestial reference frame (at present ITRF97) [34]. However,
as noted in Section 3.3.4.1, navigation currently expects to receive all platform
parameters referenced to ITRF93 in order to maintain consistency with the sta-
tion location file now in use. Therefore, prior to KEOF processing, each of the
input series is rotated, as necessary, to ITRF93.

Time series of UT and PM produced with the KEOF in the ITRF93 refer-
ence frame are delivered twice per week to navigation, with a latency of
approximately one day past the data arc. During critical mission phases, deliv-
eries may be required every day, as was the case for Mars Polar Lander during
the week leading up to its scheduled encounter in 1999. These rapid-service
time series, when used for near-real-time calibration on the delivery day, have
one-sigma accuracies of 3 to 5 cm in PM, and 7 cm in UT. Accuracy of the pre-
dicted values degrades with time, and by 7 days, these values are 11 to 13 cm
for PM and 24 cm for UT (see Fig. 3-7). After-the-fact calibrations with a
2-week delay have accuracies as good as 4 to 6 mm in each component, due to
the abundance of high-quality prior measurements.7  

Accuracies of the various time series are assessed based upon comparisons
with truth series referred to as SPACE98, SPACE99, etc. [50–52].These time
series are generated once per year, using the final “best” products of the various
space geodetic data sources. The reference series SPACE98 is purported to
have an accuracy over the last several years approaching 2 mm in each PM
parameter and 6 mm in UT [51].

3.3.4.3 Precession and Nutation. The effects of lunar and solar gravitation
on an oblate Earth cause the orientation of Earth’s spin axis to continually
change with respect to inertial space. These changes in orientation are
described by a long-period rotation of the spin axis, referred to as precession,
upon which is superimposed a small periodic oscillation known as nutation.
Models for precession and nutation are used to rotate from “of date” coordi-
nates at a measurement epoch to the celestial reference frame and associated
epoch used by navigation to calculate spacecraft orbits. The nutation model
adopted by the IAU in 1980, and used for interplanetary navigation, is deficient
at about 3 to 4 mas per year [53]. A revision to this model by Mathews et al.8 is
purported to have an accuracy of 0.15 mas, based upon comparisons to VLBI
observations. The new model was adopted by the IAU in August 2000. 

7R. S. Gross, personal communication, Tracking Systems and Applications Section, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 2000.

8P. M. Mathews, T. A. Herring, and B. A. Buffet, “Modeling of Nutation-Precession: New 
Nutation Series for Nonrigid Earth, and Insights into the Earth’s Interior,” submitted to the 
Journal of Geophysical Research, 2000.
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Corrections to the precession and nutation models used for interplanetary
navigation are obtained from VLBI observations of natural radio sources
[33,54]. These corrections are provided to navigation in ICRF93 (see Section
2.2), a radio reference frame consistent with ITRF93. Precession and nutation
models that incorporate these corrections are accurate to 5 nrad up to a year
beyond the VLBI observations [55].

The rotations for precession and nutation, following the rotations for UT
and PM, yield station coordinates in the radio reference frame. A final small
correction may then be required to rotate to the ephemeris frame used for navi-
gation (see Section 4.1.3) [4].

3.4 The GPS Calibration and Tracking System 

Calibration of DSN tracking data for media delays, Earth orientation, and
clock offsets is largely dependent upon data from the GPS. This system con-
sists of at least 24 satellites spaced around the globe in six orbit planes at a geo-
centric altitude of approximately 26,000 km. Each satellite continuously
transmits dual L-band carriers (L1 = 1.2276 GHz and L2 = 1.57542 GHz)
modulated with a pseudorandom noise code (P-code) from which properly
equipped receivers can measure precise range and range change [56,57]. The
range data are referred to as pseudorange, due to an embedded unknown clock
offset between the GPS transmitter and the receiver. These clock offsets are
typically modeled and accounted for in the data analysis [58,59]. Range change
information is obtained from measurements of the carrier phase.

GPS satellite orbits are chosen to ensure that ground-based observers can
simultaneously receive signals from at least four satellites at all times [56,57].
In reality, visibility typically is such that it is possible to receive signals from
more than four satellites. Receivers designed for the high-performance applica-
tions described in this monograph are capable of concurrently tracking at least
eight satellites [60]. It is this abundance of simultaneous high-precision multi-
satellite measurements at multiple sites that gives the GPS tracking approach
its remarkable power. 

GPS transmissions are under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of
Defense (DoD). For security reasons, the DoD has implemented a number of
measures designed to limit user point-positioning accuracy. These measures
include encrypting (referred to as antispoofing) the precise ranging codes mod-
ulated on L1 and L2 and dithering (known as selective availability [SA]) the
transmitter clocks [57]. Under SA, coarse accuracy (50 to 100 m) point posi-
tioning can be obtained with a single frequency receiver tracking the clear
acquisition (CA) code modulated on L1 [61]. In the absence of SA, a user can
achieve point positioning accuracy of 5 to 15 m, depending largely on corrup-
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tion due to the ionosphere. As of this writing, the DoD has elected to turn off
SA, a move that will significantly benefit civil GPS users.

Meanwhile, civil users with high-accuracy requirements have developed
a number of means for addressing DoD security measures. These measures
include codeless techniques for acquiring precise dual-frequency range and
carrier phase [62–64], differential techniques or explicit clock estimation to
eliminate SA effects, and utilization of ground networks to generate high-
accuracy satellite orbits [59,65]. The application of these and other techniques
since the early 1990s has enabled differential, stationary positioning over
intercontinental distances to an accuracy of 1 cm or better [66]. Precise orbit
determination for the TOPEX/Poseidon satellite, carrying a dual-frequency
GPS receiver, was demonstrated in nonreal time, with an accuracy of better
than 3 cm in altitude and 5 cm in the cross-track and down-track components
[67]. Recent development of wide-area differential GPS systems has led to
real-time transfer of GPS orbit and clock corrections to users over satellite
links [68,69]. This capability will permit dual-frequency users with appropri-
ate on-board processing capability to obtain global, instantaneous positioning
with horizontal accuracy of 10 cm and vertical accuracy of 20 cm [70,71].

A major element in each of these exceptional achievements has been the
use of globally distributed, geodetic-quality GPS ground receivers. The Inter-
national GPS Service (IGS), a multinational organization of more than 75 con-
tributing agencies, currently coordinates the operation of a global GPS network
of approximately 200 ground receivers and seven analysis centers [72,73]. The
IGS Central Bureau and one of the analysis centers are located at the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory (JPL). The IGS provides tracking data, GPS satellite orbits,
and other data products to a worldwide community of researchers and other
users.

 
This tracking network includes a subnet of receivers located at each DSN

complex as well as the Global GPS Network (GGN), a 60-site network imple-
mented and operated by JPL for the NASA Solid Earth and Natural Hazards
Program [72]. Data from a global subset of the GGN and from the DSN are
returned in a continuous stream, with latency of a few seconds, to the GPS Data
Handling Facility at JPL. Latency varies for the other IGS sites, with 75% of
the sites having data available within 6 hours [72].

Receivers in the IGS network are capable of codeless operation and can
concurrently track at least eight satellites. A number of receivers installed since
1998 are capable of 12-satellite tracking [60]. Typical rms accuracies of the
dual-frequency-combined (that is, “ionosphere-free”) measurements are 5 mm
in carrier phase and 50 cm in pseudorange when operating in the codeless mode
[66]. These accuracies are sufficient to meet the requirements for DSN track-
ing-data calibrations [59]. 

Calibration accuracy requirements for navigation tracking data can be sat-
isfied with GPS data from at least 12 sites having uniform global distribution
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[59,74]. An automated GPS calibration system has been implemented by the
DSN to process on a daily basis all available data acquired during the preceding
27 hours from approximately 21 stations. These 21 sites include receivers at
each DSN complex and a globally distributed subset of the IGS network. Cali-
brations are generated on 5-minute time intervals and are made available in tab-
ular form within 12 hours after the last data are recorded.

The GPS calibration system utilizes dual-frequency range and carrier-
phase measurements from the 21 sites to determine GPS orbits, Earth orienta-
tion, offsets between clocks, site-dependent tropospheric delays, and a number
of other secondary parameters [59]. These calculations are performed with
Gipsy-Oasis II, a least-squares estimation program developed for high-accu-
racy geodesy and satellite orbit determination [75]. The estimated Earth orien-
tation parameters are PMX, PMY, and LOD. An unambiguous value for UT
cannot be obtained from GPS alone, since a rotation of the stations in longitude
cannot be distinguished from a corresponding rotation of the satellite constella-
tion. However, data from VLBI provide monthly, unambiguous measurements
of UT to an accuracy of 0.02 ms (0.9 cm) [52,76]. The GPS calibrations are
tied to the ITRF97 [34,76],

 
through the use of six fiducial stations whose loca-

tions are held fixed at the ITRF97 values in the least-squares filter. Table 3-2
gives the accuracies of these calibrations. 

This performance enables the timely delivery of KEOF files and troposphere
files at the requisite accuracy for navigation (see Sections 3.3.4.2 and 3.3.3).

Clock offsets between GPS receivers at DSN sites are estimated in the
daily rapid-service processing to a precision of 100 psec [77]. However,
embedded in these estimates are differential delays through the GPS antennas,
cabling between those antennas and the GPS receivers, and more significantly,
the GPS receiver electronics. Tests performed in 1989 demonstrated that these
delays could be calibrated to better than 1 ns through such procedures as zero-
baseline tests and traveling clocks.9 Moreover, variations in these delays can

Table 3-2. Accuracies for the GPS rapid-service calibrations.

Physical Parameters Calibration Accuracy

Earth orientation, PMX, and PMY 0.3–0.4 mas (1 cm) [77]
LOD 0.03 ms (1.4 cm)a

aR. S. Gross, personal communication.

Zenith troposphere delay < 1 cm [78]

9L. E. Young, personal communication, Tracking Systems and Applications Section, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, May 2000.
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be controlled to well below 1 ns by the use of quality cabling and a thermally
controlled environment for the receivers [79]. It is therefore possible to imple-
ment the capability for determining intercomplex clock offsets to an accuracy
of 1 ns or better. However, the current tie between the GPS receiver clock and
the local station clock to which spacecraft tracking is referenced is not good to
this level, and path delays through the instrumentation used for spacecraft
tracking are not calibrated to this level. The GPS calibration system, with
proper links to the station clocks, would be capable of delivering nanosec
inter-complex timing information for navigation should a requirement for this
capability materialize. The current GPS rapid-service calibration system could
make clock synchronization information available on a daily basis. In addi-
tion, the advent of real-time GPS data retrieval and processing suggests the
future possibility of nanosecond-precision clock synchronization in near-real
time [70]. However, in order to realize the full navigation benefits of this tim-
ing information, it will be necessary to improve calibration accuracy for
instrumental path delays in the spacecraft tracking equipment. Today, for
example, station instrumental path delays can only be calibrated to this level
by observations of natural radio sources. Since instrumental delays vary with
time, it is necessary to perform these calibrations at the time of radiometric
measurements.

Dual-frequency measurements from GPS satellites are also used to cali-
brate spacecraft signals for ionospheric delays. The P2–P1 observable, derived
from pseudorange measurements of the P-code on the L1 and L2 downlinks,
provides an absolute measure of the ionospheric delay between the receiver and
satellite, but contains more multipath and system noise than the carrier-phase
data. The differenced pseudorange measurements also contain biases due to
interfrequency delays in receiver and satellite hardware. These delays are
nearly constant over several days and can be estimated or separately calibrated
[80,81].

 
The L1–L2 phase-based observable provides a more precise measure

of the ionospheric delay, but contains an unknown bias resulting from carrier-
cycle ambiguity. The combination of these measurements yields a highly pre-
cise time history of TEC along the line of sight to each GPS satellite. 

Calibrations for deep space tracking signals require the application of an
algorithm to map the TEC values obtained from the GPS measurements to the
appropriate spacecraft line of sight. As currently implemented, the algorithm
assumes that the ionosphere can be represented as a single thin shell located at
an altitude of 450 km above Earth’s surface. TEC measurements between the
GPS satellites and each DSN complex are used to determine the local shell
characteristics, from which ionospheric delays to a particular spacecraft line of
sight are calculated. Accuracy of this local thin-shell approach has been
assessed at approximately 5 TEC units (TECU) (or 3 cm at X-band) for DSN
tracking of spacecraft above 10 deg elevation [21]. Accuracy can be as good as
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3 TECU at moderate to high elevations and as bad as 7 to 8 TECU below
10 deg [21].

A global ionosphere mapping technique, referred to as GIM, is under
development and promises to provide a more robust and accurate method for
spacecraft calibration [21,82–84]. GIM utilizes worldwide TEC measure-
ments from IGS network data to characterize a global ionosphere having
three layers [85]. When GIM is fully operational (circa 2002), accuracies of
DSN ionospheric calibrations are expected to improve by as much as a factor
of two for spacecraft at low-elevation angles. Thus, calibration accuracies of
3 to 5 TECU should be achieved over the entire range of elevation [83,85]. 

3.5 Range and Doppler System Measurement 
Performance

The effects of all significant measurement errors on range and Doppler
tracking observables have been described in previous sections. These error
sources are summarized in Table 3-3. The evolution of tracking capabilities is
illustrated by estimating system performance for three cases: (a) 1980 radio-
metric tracking at S-band, (b) the 1992 system operating at X-band, and (c) the
current (2000) system operating at X-band. Error contribution due to thermal
noise depends on spacecraft telecommunication parameters and is a function of
the distance from the tracking station to the spacecraft; typical values are given
in Table 3-3. 

Tracking at a single-frequency band in the two-way mode has been assumed
for each case. Dual-frequency downlinks, which are available from some space-
craft, can be used to reduce the effects of the ionosphere and solar plasma. For
example, solar plasma delays exceeding 200 m in S-band Viking Lander range
measurements were calibrated to about 8-m accuracy using dual S and X down-
links from the Viking orbiters [86,87]. Today, spacecraft operate primarily with
an X-band uplink and downlink. Plasma effects for an X-band two-way link are
reduced by a factor of 13 when compared to an S-band link. Future use of
Ka-band two-way links would reduce this effect by an additional factor of 14.

For the current system, the random error of 0.03 mm/s for an X-band Dop-
pler measurement made over 60 s is due primarily to fluctuations in solar
plasma density along the line of sight. This value varies with proximity of the
ray path to the Sun and with the solar cycle. The random error for a range mea-
surement is due primarily to thermal noise.

A range observable, being an absolute measure of distance, is sensitive to
measurement biases as well as random errors. For moderate Sun-Earth-probe
angles, the accuracy of the current system is limited by knowledge of delays
through station and spacecraft electronics. This instrument bias is about 2 m.
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Table 3-3. Radiometric measurement system error characteristics.

Error Source

Magnitude

1980
S-Band

1992
X-Band

2000
X-Band

Random error for 60-s average
Doppler 1 mm/s 0.03 mm/s 0.03 mm/s
Range 200 cm 60 cm 60 cm

Instrument bias (range) 5 m 5 m 2 m
Instrument stability @ 8 h 10–13 10–14 10–14

Station locations
Spin radius 100 cm 10 cm 3 cm
Longitude 100 cm 10 cm 3 cm
Baseline components 30 cm 5 cm 2 cm

Earth orientation 
(1-d prediction)

100 cm 30 cm 7 cm

Earth orientation 
(after the fact)

20 cm 3 cm 1 cm

Troposphere 
Zenith bias 4.5 cm 4.5 cm 1 cm
Line-of-sight fluctuation 1 cm 1 cm 1 cm
(over 10 min at 15-deg elevation)

Ionosphere 
(line of sight, above 10 deg)

100 cm 3 cm 3 cm

Solar plasma
20-deg Sun-Earth-probe angle

Total line of sight 229 m 17 m 17 m
Drift over 8 h 15 m 115 cm 115 cm
Station-differenced 7 cm 0.5 cm 0.5 cm

180-deg Sun-Earth-probe angle
Total line of sight 16 m 116 cm 116 cm
Drift over 8 h 2 m 15 cm 15 cm
Station-differenced 1 cm 0.1 cm 0.1 cm

Station clock
Epoch 1 µs 1 µs 1 µs
Rate 10–12 5 × 10–14 5 × 10–14

Stability @ 1000 s 10–14 10–15 10–15
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in the trajectory induced by the unmodeled forces. Consider, for example, the
simplified example [94] shown in Fig. 3-8. In this example, a 5-m perturbation
in range to the spacecraft is interpreted by the estimator as a 1000-km shift in
the lateral, or plane-of-sky, position. In this case, the estimator is constrained by
dynamical models to straight-line motion. The unmodeled accelerations cause a
deviation from the modeled path of 5 m in the geocentric range direction. The
estimator, given precise knowledge of geocentric range and constrained to
straight-line motion, will adjust the value of the less-certain lateral position
parameter in order to minimize the data residuals. Since the angular position
parameters are weakly determined from the Doppler and range data, large
changes in these parameter values may be required to reduce the data residuals
and remove the observed signature. In the cited example, a range change of 5 m
at a distance of 108 km translates to 1000 km in plane-of-the-sky displacement. 

This hypothetical example illustrates the sensitivity of weakly determined
parameters to mismodeled forces and demonstrates that solving for the orbit
parameters from Doppler and range data alone can be highly risky. As this
example shows, large errors in weakly determined position parameters can
result from unmodeled forces on the spacecraft, particularly if those forces
move the spacecraft in a direction that is well-determined. Specifically, errone-
ous force models conspired with precise range knowledge to produce a large
and incorrect displacement in the estimate of spacecraft angular position. This
example also illustrates the frequently encountered discrepancy between orbits

Fig. 3-8. Illustration of orbit-determination errors resulting from mismodeled 
dynamics, poorly measured angles, and the use of precise ranging.
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achieved instead with differenced near-simultaneous two-way range [95]. This
data type is operationally difficult due to the round-trip light time and the uplink
handover from one station to another. Furthermore, as the time between two-
way measurements increases, the differenced observables are increasingly con-
taminated by uncalibrated space plasma and other line-of-sight delay variations.
These problems were especially acute for the Voyager S-band ranging system,
and following the Saturn encounter, the project decided to no longer acquire
near-simultaneous range data [95]. 

Analysis in the early 1990s of two-way range and Doppler (S-band uplink
and X-band downlink) data from the Ulysses spacecraft just prior to the Jupiter
encounter suggested that range accuracies of a few meters were achievable
[97]. This analysis also indicated that observations of this quality from two or
more DSN complexes could provide spacecraft declination to 200 nrad in low
declination (4 to 8 deg) situations. Improvements in range calibrations (see
Table 3-3) have enabled some reduction in these angular errors. However,
future missions requiring high-accuracy (50 nrad, or better) angles from Earth-
based tracking will rely upon VLBI technology.

For a planetary orbiter, the motion of the spacecraft about the planet induces
a strong signature in the Doppler received at Earth. The planet-relative position
of the spacecraft may be recovered from analysis of this signature over one or
more revolutions. However, the orientation of the orbit plane about the line of
sight from Earth to the planet is not determined as accurately as the other com-
ponents of state. This orientation component may be directly observed by either
Doppler data acquired simultaneously at two stations and then differenced, or by
interferometric delay-rate measurements [98]. For two spacecraft in orbit about
the same planet, which may be observed simultaneously in the same beamwidth
of Earth-based tracking antennas, differential measurements may dramatically
improve orbit accuracy for both spacecraft, as discussed in Chapter 5.
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